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We Consider Each Planet
in Each House

T he experiences in lower life-forms which have built the
 thought-cells that the planets map, while characteristic of

the planet mapping them, and having the harmony or discord
 indicated by this planet's aspects, have each and all related to
 some one or more of the 12 definite departments of life. They
 have related to the body's welfare, to physical possessions, to
 short journeys and relatives, to the home, or to some of the

 other distinct phases of living existence. And, even as when
 assimilated by the physical body calcium and phosphorous

 readily move to that part of the anatomy where they enter into
 the structure of the bones, and when iron is assimilated by the
 physical body it moves readily to the region in which enables
 it to be built into the red blood cells, so also the states of

 consciousness derived from experiences with a given depart-
 ment of life readily move to, and become built into, the com-
 partment of the finer body mapped by the house governing

 that department of life.

Thus the thought-cell built finer form is divided into 12
distinct compartments, each mapped by one of the mundane

 houses of the chart of birth, and each divided and separated
 abruptly from the compartments on either side. The walls of
 the compartment are mapped by the house-cusps of the birth-
 chart, as the spokes of the horoscope wheel are called. It is

 chiefly to determine the sign and degree of the zodiac on each
 of these house cusps, which thus map the dividing line between

 each of the twelve compartments and the adjacent compart-
 ments, and reveals which planet or planets influence each

 department of life, that for a precise astrological reading it
 becomes necessary to have a chart erected for the time of day



and geographical longitude and latitude of birth, on the day,
 month and year of birth. How thus to erect a chart is explained

 in detail, with examples, in Part One, Beginner's Horoscope
 Maker.

Now all sections of the physical body do not have the same
vigor and strength. Neither do the thought-cells in all the 12

 compartments of the thought-built finer form have the same
 power of activity. Those mapped by some houses, other things

 being equal, can do a great deal more work than those mapped
 by other houses.

First, Fourth, Seventh and Tenth Houses--Thought-cells have
 very powerful energy.

Eighth, Ninth, Eleventh and Twelfth Houses--Thought-cells have
 moderately powerful energy.

Second and Third Houses--Thought-cells have feeble energy.

Fifth and Sixth Houses--Thought-cells have very feeble energy.

Trinity of Life--Thought-cells desire to express through per-
 sonal life, life of offspring, life in religion.

Trinity of Wealth--Thought-cells desire to express through per-
 sonal property, work and employees, business and honor.

Trinity of Association--Thought-cells desire to express through
 thoughts and brethren, partnership and marriage, hopes and

 friends.

Trinity of Psychism--Thought-cells desire to express through
 home and end of life, death and inheritance, sorrow and impri-

 sonment.

Personal Houses--Thought-cells desire to express through the
 private life.

Companionship Houses--T h ought- cells desire to express
 through close contact with others.
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Public Houses--Thought-cells desire to express through that
 which becomes widely known.

The thought-cells mapped by the angular houses--First,
Fourth, Seventh and Tenth--are VERY POWERFUL. Those in the

 First and Tenth are the most vigorous of all, next are those of the
 Seventh, and of the thought-cells mapped by angular houses

 those in the Fourth are least vigorous. Because of the great power
 of the thought-cells mapped by any of these four houses, any

 planet in one of them is considered to be prominent.
Planets in other houses, in which the thought-cells have less

vigor, are not considered prominent unless they aspect within
 a reasonable degree of closeness Sun, Moon or Mercury, or are

 otherwise very powerfully aspected. Every aspect a planet
 makes indicates a stellar aerial across the astral body picking up

 planetary energy of the types indicated by the planets involved
 and adding it to the thought-cells mapped by these planets. The
 more powerful the aspect the more such energy it picks up and
 adds to the thought-cells to give them activity.

As the Sun rules the electrical energies and the Moon the
magnetic energies which together comprise the electromag-

 netic form, the planetary energies of the Sun and Moon have
 direct access to this form. And as the planet Mercury rules the

 nerves and the electric currents which flow over them in re-
 sponse to thought, its planetary energies also have direct access

 to this form. Energies of the thought-cells which reach and have
 an influence upon the physical body or the outer plane must

 use electromagnetic energies as a conductor. As any planet in
 aspect to Sun, Moon or Mercury has direct access to the elec-
 tromagnetic energies, the thought-cells it maps have special

 facilities for making their influence felt in the physical world.
When a planet receives very powerful aspects, especially if

a heavy aspect is not more than one degree from perfect, it must
 be considered prominent irrespective of not being in an angle

 and aspecting Sun, Moon or Mercury. But such prominence
 constitutes an exception to the general rule that only such

 planets in a birth-chart as are in an angle, or which aspect Sun,
 Moon or Mercury with a reasonable degree of closeness, are to
 be considered prominent.

Determining the degree of prominence of each planet in the
chart is highly important; for only in this way can it be deter-
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mined how much activity to expect from the thought-cells
 mapped by each planet. And upon the amount of activity of the

 thought-cells thus indicated, depends the individual's natural
 aptitude--as explained in full detail in How To Select A Voca-
 tion

!

--for following a vocation involving the type of effort
indicated by the planet, how important the department of life

 influenced by that planet is apt to be, whether or not events
 characteristic of that planet will play an important part in his

 life, and to what extent the individual's thoughts and behavior
 will be influenced toward the type characteristic of that planet.

The prominence of a planet in the chart of birth is far more
important than the aspects it receives; for the aspects indicate

 thought-cell desires that readily can be altered through persist-
 ent training. But no amount of training can cause thought-cells
 of one planetary type to try to express through thoughts, be-

 havior or events characteristic of any other planetary type. The
 most that can be done is, through proper training, to divert the

 thought-cell energy to work for conditions characteristic of
 their type which are highly beneficial

Next to the thought-cells mapped by angular houses in
the vigor of activity they are able to express, and in the order

 that follows, are those mapped by the eleventh, eighth,
 ninth and twelfth houses. These thought-cells are MODER-

 ATELY POWERFUL.
The vigor of the thought-cells mapped by the second house

is somewhat more powerful than that of those mapped by the
 third house, but the thought-cells mapped by either of these

 two houses should be considered FEEBLE.
Those mapped by the sixth house--and for that reason it is so

significant of illness--are even less vigorous than those mapped
 by the fifth house, but the thought-cells mapped by either of

 theses two houses should be considered VERY FEEBLE.
The thought-cells in the compartment of the astral body

mapped by a house of the horoscope are called common
 thought-cells . They have been built by experiences with the

 things of the department of life thus indicated that are of the
 type of the planet ruling the cusp of the house. Although this
 planet may be located in some other house of the birth-chart,
 these common thought-cells always respond through the prin-
 ciple of resonance to its vibrations. The prominence of the
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planet ruling the cusp of a house determines the comparative
 degree of activity of the common thought-cells mapped by that

 house. The characteristics of the planet ruling the cusp of a
 house have an influence over the type of conditions to be

 encountered in that department of life. The harmony or dis-
 cord, as shown by the aspects of the planet ruling the cusp of a

 house., indicate to what extent the common thought-cells de-
 sire and work for fortunate or unfortunate conditions relative
 to that department of life.

The following are the rulerships of the signs by the planets:

Ariesis ruled exclusively by Mars.

Taurusis ruled exclusively by Venus.

Gemini is ruled exclusively by Mercury.

Cancer is ruled exclusively by the Moon.

Leois ruled exclusively by the Sun.

Virgois ruled exclusively by Mercury.

Librais ruled exclusively by Venus.

Scorpiois ruled by both Pluto and Mars.

Sagittariusis ruled exclusively by Jupiter.

Capricornis ruled exclusively by Saturn.

Aquariusis ruled by both Uranus and Saturn.

Piscesis ruled by both Neptune and Jupiter.

Uranus, Neptune and Pluto are called upper-octave planets
because in some respects the influence of Uranus seems to be a

 higher expression of Mercury attributes, Neptune a higher
 expression of Venus attributes, and Pluto a higher expression

 of the Moon attributes. Usually they more pronouncedly
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influence Aquarius, Pisces and Scorpio thought-cells; but at
 other times the Aquarius thought-cells respond quite as readily

 to the influence of Saturn, the Pisces thought-cells respond
 quite as readily to the influence of Jupiter, and the Scorpio
 thought-cells respond quite as readily to Mars. Thus these three

 signs have a co-rulership.
Whatever house a planet rules through the sign on its

cusp, it exerts a still more powerful influence upon the house
 of the chart it actually occupies. Wherever the planet is in the
 chart, it there maps highly active cells. Because of their

 greater activity and power they are called dynamic thought-
 cells. Their comparative degree of activity is indicated by the

 prominence of the planet. The department of life which they
 most profoundly affect is shown by the house the planet

 actually occupies. The type of conditions and events these
 thought-cells strive for relative to that department of life are

 those characteristic of the planet. The fortune or misfortune
 of the events relative to the department of life that they desire

 and work for is indicated by the aspects of the planet. The
 department of life indicated by a house containing one or

 more planet is influenced by the common thought-cells as
 indicated by the planet ruling the house cusp; and is also

 influenced by the dynamic thought-cells mapped by each
 planet in the house. Other things being equal--such as the
 aspects to each planet--the planet nearest the cusp of the

 house in which it is located indicates the most active and
 powerful group of thought-cells , and the farther removed a

 planet is from the house cusp, other things being equal, the
 less active the thought-cells it maps. If the ruler of the cusp
 of the house is exceptionally prominent, the common

 thought-cells may have more power than the dynamic
 thought-cells mapped in the house by a weakly aspected

 planet. But other things being equal, a planet actually in a
 house indicates more powerful and active thought-cells than

 the common thought-cells influenced by a planet not in the
 house but ruling its cusp.

It should be understood, however, that what is said in that
which follows about the significance of each planet in each

 house, also applies to the house or houses the sign on whose
 cusp is ruled by the same planet; but that as a general rule the
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planet, if any, actually in the house more accurately describes
 what the more powerful thought-cells want and strive to bring
 to pass.

FIRST HOUSE

The thought-cells mapped by the first house have been built by
 experiences relative to the personality that cause them to ex-

 press through thoughts, behavior and events attracted that
 influence the physical body and its health, the quality of the

 personal magnetism, the temperament and disposition, and
 purely personal changes.

Sun in First House--With the Power thought-cells expressing
 through the personality, vitality and ability to exercise author-
 ity are shown. In the constant struggle for significance the

 development and exercise of ability should be substituted for
 show and bragging.

Moon in First House--With the Domestic thought-cells expressing
 through the personality, fluctuation in health and personal affairs is

 shown. Domestic interests should be substituted for gossip.

Mercury in First House--With the Intellectual thought-cells ex-
 pressing through the personality, there is ability for speech,

 writing and study. A calling should be followed that requires
 brains.

Venus in First House--With the Social thought-cells expressing
 through the personality, there is desire to please, and compan-

 ionship is essential. Firmness should be cultivated; for it will
 please others.

Mars in First House--With the Aggressive thought-cells ex-
 pressing through the personality, mechanical ability and will-

 ingness to face danger are shown. Constructive activities
 should be substituted for those destructive.

Jupiter in First House--With the Religious thought-cells ex
 pressing through the personality, salesmanship and joviality
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are shown. These should be used to benefit all rather than to
 indulge self.

Saturn in First House-- With the Safety thought-cells expressing
through the personality, persistence and shrewdness are

 shown. These used to benefit society will bring more honor and
 gain to self.

Uranus in First House-- With the Individualistic thought-cells ex-
pressing through the personality, originality is shown. Inven-

 tion and reforms will give more satisfaction than eccentricity
 and unconventionality.

Neptune in First House-- With the Utopian thought-cells express-
ing through the personality, idealism and sensitivity are

 shown. Willingness to work hard and think clearly to realize
 the ideals should be cultivated.

Pluto in First House-- With the Universal Welfare thought-cells
expressing through the personality, spiritual possibilities and

 ability to co-operate are shown. Effort to benefit all, rather than
 some group, will bring higher satisfaction.

SECOND HOUSE

The thought-cells mapped by the second house have been built
 by experiences relative to personal possessions that cause them
 to express through thoughts, behavior and events attracted that
 influence money and other personal possessions.

Sun in Second House-- With the Power thought_cells expressing
through possessions, desire to attain significance through

 money is shown. It should be realized that true significance
 comes through benefiting society.

Moon in Second House-- With the Domestic thought-cells ex-
pressing through possessions, fluctuating finances are shown.

 Aggressive effort to gain and use money to aid the helpless
 should be cultivated.
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Mercury in Second House-- With the Intellectual thought-cells
expressing through possessions, much thought about

 money is shown. Reliance also on a higher power should be
 cultivated.

Venus in Second House-- With the Social thought-cells expressing
through possessions, money coming through little effort is

 shown. Friendships and kindness should be cultivated.

Mars in Second House-- With the Aggressive thought-cells ex-
pressing through possessions, strife over money and too free

 spending are shown. Spending only for that which is construc-
 tive and permanent should be cultivated.

Jupiter in Second House-- With the Religious thought-cells ex-
pressing through possessions, financial abundance is shown.

 Using it for philanthropic purposes will bring greatest satisfac-
 tion.

Saturn in Second House-- With the Safety thought-cells express-
ing through possessions, fear of financial want is shown. Care-

 ful planning and system should be substituted for worry and
 anxiety over money.

Uranus in Second House-- With the individualistic thought-cells
expressing through possessions, sudden gains and sudden

 losses are shown. Original ideas that will pay financial divi-
 dends should be sought.

Neptune in Second House-- With the Utopian thought-cells ex-
pressing through possessions, that money comes with little

 effort or not at all is shown. Practical ideas about finances
 should be substituted for wishful thinking.

Pluto in Second House-- With the Universal Welfare thought-
cells expressing through possessions, that money may be

 gained or lost through groups and co-operation is shown. The
 effort should be for the whole group to benefit.
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THIRD HOUSE

The thought-cells mapped by the third house have been built
 by experiences relative to travel and relatives that cause them
 to express through thoughts, behavior and events attracted

 that influence brethren, private thoughts and studies, neigh-
 bors, writing, including correspondence, short journeys and
 education.

Sun in Third House--With the Power thought-cells expressing
 through education, desire to gain significance through writing
 or travel is shown. Educational opportunities should be sought.

Moon in Third House--With the Domestic thought-cells ex-
 pressing through education, travel and changing opinion are
 shown. Mental activity should be encouraged to greater thoro-

 ughness.

Mercury in Third House--With the [intellectual thought-cells
 expressing through education, writing and travel are shown.

 Ability to express in writing and talking should b cultivated.

Venus in Third House--With the Social thought-cells express-
 ing through education, benefit from relatives and travel is

 shown. Companionship of relatives and neighbors should be
 cultivated.

Mars in Third House--With the Aggressive thought cells ex-
 pressing through education, danger in travel and strife with

 relatives are shown. Thoughts of helping the weak should be
 substituted for thoughts antagonistic.

Jupiter in Third House--With the Religious thought-cells ex-
 pressing through education, benefit from travel and relatives is

 shown. The desire for clear thinking and study should be
 cultivated.

Saturn in Third House--With the Safety thought-cells expressing
 through education, deep thinking and responsibility toward rela-
 tives are shown. Pleasure in social activities should be cultivated.
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Uranus in Third House--With the Individualistic thought-cells
 expressing through education, original thought, interest in

 things unusual, and sudden journeys are shown. Research
 should be cultivated.

Neptune in Third House--With the Utopian thought-cells ex-
 pressing through education, pleasure trips and day-dreaming are

 shown. Ability to appraise concrete realities should be cultivated.

Pluto in Third House--With the Universal Welfare thought-cells
 expressing through education, co-operation with, or coercion

 by, relatives is shown. Educational advantages should be
 sought aggressively.

FOURTH HOUSE

The thought-cells mapped by the fourth house have been built
 by experiences relative to the home that cause them to express
 through thoughts, behavior and events attracted that influence
 the home, restaurants, the father, real estate, mining, crops on
 the ground, and conditions at the end of life.

Sun in Fourth House--With the Power thought-cells expressing
 through the home, desire to gain significance through the home
 and at the end of life is shown. Comfort for others rather than

 exercising authority should be sought in the domestic life

Moon in Fourth House--With the Domestic thought-cells ex
 pressing through the home, many changes in the home and in
 place of residence are shown. Aggressive effort to give domestic

 comfort to the helpless should be cultivated.

Mercury in Fourth House--With the Intellectual thought-cells
 expressing through the home, study in the home and at the end
 of life are shown. To make the home a place of comfort also

 should be cultivated.

Venus in Fourth House--With the Social thought-cells express-
 ing through the home, a pleasant and artistic home is shown.

 Making the home also useful should be cultivated.
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Mars in Fourth House--With the Aggressive thought-cells ex-
 pressing through the home, strife and accident in the home are
 shown. Making it a place of shelter and protection for the weak
 should be cultivated.

Jupiter in Fourth House--With the Religious thought-cells ex-
 pressing through the home, abundance in the home is shown.

 Discrimination should be cultivated relative to home and do-
 mestic life.

Saturn in Fourth House--With the safety thought-cells express-
 ing through the home, it will be a place of hard work and

 possibly of privation. Making it a pleasant place for social
 matters should be cultivated.

Uranus in Fourth House--With the Individualistic thought-cells
 expressing through the home, many sudden changes in the

 domestic life are shown. The home should be used for spread-
 ing progressive ideas.

Neptune in Fourth House--With the Utopian thought-cells ex-
 pressing through the home, a tendency to retire from the world
 is shown. Practical participation in world advancement should
 be cultivated.

Pluto in Fourth House--With the Universal Welfare thought-
 cells expressing through the home, group activity in the home
 is shown. The home should be used for cooperative effort to

 benefit all.

FIFTH HOUSE

The thought-cells mapped by the fifth house have been built
 by experiences relative to the offspring and pleasures that cause

 them to express through thoughts, behavior and events at-
 tracted that influence pleasures, love affairs, speculation, stocks

 and bonds, children and entertainment.

Sun in Fifth House--With the Power thought-cells expressing
 through pleasures, desire to gain significance through children
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or entertainment is shown. Ability to entertain rather than
 show off should be cultivated.

Moon in Fifth House--With the Domestic thought cells express-
 ing through pleasures, changing love interests are shown. Ag-

 gressive determination to adapt rather than change the
 affections should be cultivated.

Mercury in Fifth House--With the Intellectual thought-cells ex-
 pressing through pleasure, much thought about affectional

 matters is shown. Joviality should be cultivated as an aid to
 affectional relations.

Venus in Fifth House--With the Social thought-cells expressing
 through pleasure, there is strong attraction for the opposite sex.
 Steadfast loyalty to one should be cultivated.

Mars in Fifth House--With the Aggressive thought-cells ex-
 pressing through pleasure, strife and perhaps danger through
 sports and love affairs are shown. Protection of the weak and
 helpless should be cultivated.

Jupiter in Fifth House--With the Religious thought-cells ex-
 pressing through pleasure, fortune in speculation and games
 of chance is shown. Discrimination should be cultivated in

 reference to all pleasures.

Saturn in Fifth House--With the Safety thought-cells expressing
 through pleasure, delay and disappointment due to children or the love

 life are shown. Pleasure in social activities should be cultivated.

Uranus in Fifth House--With the Individualistic thought-cells
 expressing through pleasure, unusual attachments with the

 opposite sex are shown. Original methods of entertainment
 should be cultivated.

Neptune in Fifth House--With the Utopian thought-cells ex-
 pressing through pleasure, unbounded faith in the one loved
 is shown. Practical experiences of others should be used as a
 guide in affectional matters.
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Pluto in Fifth House--With the Universal Welfare thought-cells
 expressing through pleasure, finding pleasure with groups is

 shown. Co-operation in recreation and entertainment should
 be cultivated.

SIXTH HOUSE

The thought-cells mapped by the sixth house have been built
 by experiences relative to work and illness that cause them to
 express through thoughts, behavior and events attracted that

 influence labor, the condition under which work is done, ten-
 ants, foods, small animals, employees and the quality of their
 services, and illness.

Sun in Sixth House-- With the Power thought-cells expressing
through work, much concern with health and work is shown.

 Knowledge of diet and thought to influence vitality and health
 should be gained and used.

Moon in Sixth House--With the Domestic thought-cells ex-
 pressing through work, fluctuating health and many changes

 in employment are shown. Adaptability to work and working
 conditions to the end of attaining stability of employment

 should be cultivated.

Mercury in Sixth House-- With the Intellectual thought-cells ex-
pressing through work, thought about work and tendency to

 nerve disorders are shown. To work without much nervous
 tension should be cultivated.

Venus in Sixth House--With the Social thought-cells express-
 ing through work, benefit through employees, especially

 those of the opposite sex, is shown. The lighter kinds of work
 should be sought.

Mars in Sixth House-- With the Aggressive thought-cells ex-
pressing through work, strife with employees and inflamma-

 tory disorders are shown. Thoughts of helping the weak should
 be substituted for thoughts antagonistic.
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Jupiter in Sixth House--With the Jupiter thought-cells express-
 ing through work, excellent service from employees is shown.
 Taste for a well balanced diet rather than for rich foods should
 be cultivated.

Saturn in Sixth House--With the Safety thought-cells express-
 ing through work, hard work and deficient diet are shown.

 Taste for variety in foods and those containing the minerals and
 vitamins should be cultivated.

Uranus in Sixth House--With the Individualistic thought-cells
 expressing through work, unusual methods in work, and dis-

 eases difficult to diagnose are shown. High nervous tension
 should be avoided.

Neptune in Sixth House--With the Utopian thought-cells ex-
 pressing through work, impractical employees and disorders
 due to sensitivity are shown. A feeling of positiveness should
 be cultivated.

Pluto in Sixth House--With the Universal Welfare thought-cells
 expressing through work, working with groups is shown. Abil-
 ity to co-operate should be cultivated.

SEVENTH HOUSE

The thought cells mapped by the seventh house have been built
 by experiences relative to union that cause them to express

 through thoughts, behavior and events attracted that influence
 marriage, partnership, the attitude of those met in public, open
 enemies, competitors and law suits.

Sun in Seventh House--With the Power thought-cells ex;-press-
 ing through partnership, significance through marriage or part-
 nership is shown. Marriage should be for love and harmony

 rather than for gain of power.

Moon in Seventh House--With the Domestic thought-cells ex-
 pressing through partnership, contacting many people is

 shown. Ability to serve the public well should be cultivated.
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Mercury in Seventh House--With the Mercury thought-cells ex-
 pressing through partnership, marriage to a person of intellectual

 interests is shown. Ability to speak and write should be cultivated.

Venus in Seventh House-- With the Social thought-cells ex-
pressing through partnership, harmony in marriage is

 shown. Artistic appreciation should be cultivated for prac-
 tical ends.

Mars in Seventh House-- With the Aggressive thought-cells ex-
pressing through partnership, law suits and strife with partners

 and the public are shown. Constructive efforts should be sub-
 stituted for enmities.

Jupiter in Seventh House-- With the Religious thought-cells ex-
pressing through partnership, wealth or other benefits through

 marriage is shown. Discrimination in selecting a partner should
 be cultivated.

Saturn in Seventh House-- With the Safety thought-cells express-
ing through partnership, heavy responsibility or loss through

 marriage, and trouble with the public are shown. Pleasure in
 social activities should be cultivated.

Uranus in Seventh House-- With the Individualistic thought-cells
expressing through partnership, an unusual marriage or one

 ending in separation is shown. Tolerance of the opinions of
 others should be cultivated.

Neptune in Seventh House-- With the Utopian thought-cells ex-
pressing through partnership, an ideal marriage, marriage to

 one impractical, or involvement through partnership is shown.
 Ability to appraise others realistically should be cultivated.

Pluto in Seventh House-- With the Universal Welfare thought-
cells expressing through partnership, association with groups

 is shown. Ability to co-operate with others for the good of all
 should be cultivated.
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EIGHTH HOUSE

The thought-cells mapped by the eighth house have been built
 by experiences relative to death that cause them to express

 through thoughts, behavior and events attracted that influence
 gifts and legacies, the public's money, ability of those owing to
 pay, death and the influence of those dead.

Sun in Eighth House--With the Power thought-cells expressing
 through inheritance, significance of inheritance in the life is

 shown. Dependence on individual effort, rather than on inheri-
 tance, should be cultivated.

Moon in Eighth House--With the Domestic thought-cells ex-
 pressing through inheritance, death affecting the life numerous

 times is shown. Aggressive effort to preserve life and people's
 money should be made.

Mercury in Eight House--With the Intellectual thought-cells ex-
 pressing through inheritance, much thought about death and

 other's money is shown. Faith in a higher power to protect
 should be cultivated.

Venus in Eighth House--With the Social thought-cells express-
 ing through inheritance, benefit through gifts and inheritance

 is shown. friendships should be widely cultivated.

Mars in Eighth House--With the Aggressive thought-cells ex-
 pressing through inheritance, danger of violent death, and

 strife over debts and inheritance are shown. Both borrowing
 and lending should be discouraged.

Jupiter in Eighth House--With the Religious thought-cells ex-
 pressing through inheritance, abundance through gifts and in-
 heritance is shown. Business can safely be run on a credit basis.

Saturn in Eighth House--With the Safety thought-cells express-
 ing through inheritance, loss through death and through in-

 ability of others to pay is shown. Financial credit should seldom
 be extended to others.
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Uranus in Eighth House--With the Individualistic thought-cells
 expressing through inheritance, the sudden death of others will
 affect the life profoundly. Faith in a higher power to protect

 should be cultivated.

Neptune in Eighth House--With the Utopian thought-cells ex-
 pressing through inheritance, involvement through inheri-

 tance or psychic matters is shown. Dependence should not be
 placed on the money of others.

Pluto in Eighth House--With the Universal Welfare thought-
 cells expressing through inheritance, group deaths affecting

 the life are shown. Co-operation in handling the finances of
 others should be cultivated.

NINTH HOUSE

The thought-cells mapped by the ninth house have been built
 by experiences relative to journeys that cause them to express
 through thoughts, behavior and events attracted that influence
 teaching, publishing, advertising, lecturing , long journeys, re-
 ligion and the court.

Sun in Ninth House--With the Power thought-cells expressing
 through philosophy, that significance is sought through publi-
 cly expressed opinions is shown. Sound opinions should be

 sought.

Moon in Ninth House--With the Domestic thought-cells express-
 ing through philosophy, much travel or expression of ideas is

 shown. Consistency of ideas expressed publicly should be sought.

Mercury in Ninth House--With the Intellectual thought-cells ex-
 pressing through philosophy, ability to get ideas before the

 public is shown. This ability should be used to get beneficial
 ideas before the public.

Venus in Ninth House--With the Social thought-cells expressing
 through philosophy, benefit through publicly expressed ideas or
 travel is shown. Artistic expression of ideas should be cultivated.
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Mars in Ninth House--With the Aggressive thought-cells ex-
 pressing through philosophy, strife over religion and opinions
 is shown. Thoughts presented constructively should be substi-
 tuted for attacks on the opinions of others.

Jupiter in Ninth House--With the Religious thought-cells ex-
 pressing through philosophy, benefit through publishing, re-

 ligion or travel is shown. Discrimination in religion and
 expressing opinions should be cultivated.

Saturn in Ninth House--With the Safety thought-cells express-
 ing through philosophy, conservative ideas are shown. Social

 pleasures should be substituted for opinions based on disci-
 pline and fear.

Uranus in Ninth House--With the Individualistic thought-cells
 expressing through philosophy, unusual ideas, or unusual

 methods in expressing ideas, are shown. Originality rather than
 eccentricity of expression should be cultivated.

Neptune in Ninth House--With the Utopian thought-cells ex-
 pressing through philosophy, idealistic opinions are shown.

 Ability to get the ideals before the public should be cultivated.

Pluto in Ninth House--With the Universal Welfare thought-
 cells expressing through philosophy, coercion or co-operation

 because of opinions expressed is shown. Spiritual opinions
 should be cultivated.

TENTH HOUSE

The thought-cells mapped by the tenth house have been built
 by experiences relative to credit that cause them to express

 through thoughts, behavior and events attracted that influence
 honor, business, credit, profession and superiors.

Sun in Tenth House--With the Power thought-cells expressing
 through honor, significance is sought through business or poli-
 tics. Ability to exercise authority wisely should be cultivated.
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Moon in Tenth House--With the Domestic thought-cells express-
 ing through honor, wide publicity for the individual is shown.

 Aggressive actions for the benefit of the weak and help less
 should be cultivated.

Mercury in Tenth House--With the Intellectual thought-cells ex-
 pressing through honor, a business requiring brains is shown.

 Faith also in a higher power to benefit should be cultivated.

Venus in Tenth House--With the Social thought-cells expressing
 through honor, the good opinion of others is shown. Artistic

 and refined methods in business should be cultivated.

Mars in Tenth House--With the Aggressive thought-cells ex-
 pressing through honor, much criticism of the individual is

 shown. Protecting the weak and helpless should be cultivated.

Jupiter in Tenth House--With the Religious thought-cells ex-
 pressing through honor, honors and high credit are shown.

 Discrimination in all business transactions should be cultivated.

Saturn in Tenth House--With the Safety thought-cells express-
 ing through honor, vast ambition and much responsibility are

 shown. System and organization that will benefit many, in-
 stead of merely self, should be cultivated.

Uranus in Tenth House--With the Individualistic thought-cells
 expressing through honor, original methods in business and

 sudden changes in fortune are shown. Unusual methods that are
 valuable, rather than those that merely are different, should be

 sought.

Neptune in Tenth House--With the Utopian thought-cells ex-
 pressing through honor, ability to promote is shown. Things of

 true practical value to promote should be sought.

Pluto in Tenth House--With the Universal Welfare thought-
 cells expressing through honor, credit or discredit through

 cooperation or coercion is shown. Co-operation for spiritual
 welfare should be cultivated.
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ELEVENTH HOUSE

The thought-cells mapped by the eleventh house have been
 built by experiences relative to hopes and associates that cause

 them to express through thoughts, behavior and events at-
 tracted that influence friends, hopes and wishes.

Sun in Eleventh House--With the Power thought-cells express-
 ing through friends, that realizing hopes of significance de-

 pends on friends is shown. Friends of power and authority
 should be cultivated.

Moon in Eleventh House--With the Domestic thought-cells ex-
 pressing through friends, friends among the common people

 are shown. Aggressive effort should be made to realize the
 hopes, rather than merely dreaming of their realization.

Mercury in Eleventh House--With the Intellectual thought-cells
 expressing through friends, friends among literary people are

 shown. Faith in a higher power, as well as intelligence, should
 be cultivated in the effort to realize the hopes.

Venus in Eleventh House--With the Social thought-cells express-
 ing through friends, artistic friends and friends who will favor in
 m.any ways are shown. A positive attitude, and a study of prac-

 tical methods, should be used in the effort to realize the hopes.

Mars in Eleventh House--With the Aggressive thought-cells ex-
 pressing through friends, quarrels with friends, and friends,

 who become enemies are shown. Constructive thoughts and
 actions should be substituted for irritation and antagonism in
 attempting to realize the hopes.

Jupiter in Eleventh House--With the Religious thought-cells ex-
 pressing through friends, friends of wealth, and friends who

 will go a long way to help, are shown. Discrimination in the
 selection of friends and associates should be cultivated.

Saturn in Eleventh House--With the Safety thought-cells ex-
 pressing through friends, elderly friends, serious friends, and
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possible loss through friends are shown. Too much depend-
 ence should not be placed on the unselfish motives of friends.

Uranus in Eleventh House-- With the Individualistic thought-
cells expressing through friends, eccentric, unusual or astro-

 logical friends are shown. Faith in a higher power to assist in
 realizing the hopes should be cultivated.

Neptune in Eleventh House-- With the Utopian thought-cells ex-
pressing through friends, idealistic, impractical or psychic

 friends are shown. Too much dependence should not be placed
 upon the soundness of the advice offered by friends.

Pluto in Eleventh House-- With the Universal Welfare thought-
cells expressing through friends, spiritual friends or gangster

 friends are shown. Spiritual aspirations and groups should be
 cultivated in the effort to realize the hopes.

TWELFTH HOUSE

The thought-cells mapped by the twelfth house have been built
 by experiences with hidden enemies and disappointments that

 cause them to express through thoughts, behavior and events
 attracted that influence crime, sorrows, disappointments, re-

 strictions, hidden enemies, large animals, unseen forces and
 astral entities.

Sun in Twelfth House-- With the Power thought-cells expressing
through disappointment, powerful secret enemies and heavy

 disappointments are shown. The use of power and authority,
 not to gain personal glory and advantage, but to relieve distress

 is the best avenue to significance.

Moon in Twelfth House-- With the Domestic thought-cells ex-
pressing through disappointment, many minor disappoint-

 ments, and the secret enmity of women are shown. Aggressive
 measures to remove the restrictions and alleviate the distress of
 the common people should be cultivated.
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Mercury in Twelfth House--With the Intellectual thought-cells
 expressing through disappointment, much thought about sor-

 row and hidden enemies is shown. Faith in a higher power to
 remove restrictions and prevent sorrow should be cultivated.

Venus in Twelfth House-- With the Social thought-cells express-
ing through disappointment sorrows through the affections are

 shown. There should be practical work to assist those in distress
 and to contribute to the welfare of the needy.

Mars in Twelfth House-- With the Aggressive thought-cells ex-
pressing through disappointment, injury from secret enemies

 and a tendency toward hospitalization are shown. Aggressive
 effort to protect the weak and helpless and alleviate their

 suffering should be cultivated.

Jupiter in Twelfth House-- With the Religious thought-cells ex-
pressing through disappointment, benefit rather than injury

 from the efforts of secret enemies is shown. Discrimination
 should be cultivated in the effort to alleviate the distress of
 others.

Saturn in Twelfth House-- With the Safety thought-cells express-
ing through disappointment, secret sorrows, heavy restrictions

 and crafty secret enemies are shown. Pleasure in social activities
 that tend to benefit those in distress should be cultivated.

Uranus in Twelfth House-- With the Individualistic thought-cells
expressing through disappointment, disappointments due to

 unexpected events or peculiar people are shown. Faith in a
 higher power to remove restrictions and prevent sorrow should

 be cultivated.

Neptune in Twelfth House-- With the Utopian thought-cells ex-
pressing through disappointment, peculiar restrictions and

 injury through psychic forces or psychic people are shown.
 Practical efforts to relieve the distress of others should be

 cultivated.
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Pluto in Twelfth House--With the Universal Welfare thought-
 cells expressing through disappointment, the action of groups
 and those who endeavor to coerce are shown to bring sorrow.
 Co-operation with others in the effort to relieve the suffering
 of those in distress should be cultivated.
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